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1. Design Bulletin no

DB/01/2015/25

2. Subject

Procedure of assembly of HHP loco con rod fork bearing and con
rod fork basket.

3. Background

ZRs have reported field failure of breakage/shearing of con rod
fork upper bearing locating dowel and seizure of con rod fork
bearing, leading failure of con rods. In some cases it damages
entire power assembly and crank case. This happens due to
rotation of bearing shell with respect to con rod fork basket,
causing lack of lubrication at sleeper face of con rod blade. The
reason of bearing rotation is less bearing pressure of basket on
bearing shell. This may be either due to slackness of basket bolts
or insufficient crush height of con rod bearing which is required to
maintain bearing pressure on con rod bearing shell.

Broken/sheared dowel of con rod fork
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Siezed/burnt sleeper face of con rod blade

Siezed upper con rod bearing
To avoid failure of con rod and con rod bearings by defining the
procedure of physically ensuring crush height of con rod bearing
shells.

4. Objective

5. Study and Investigation
i.

Torquing procedure as per EAI-2127:
a. Lower power assembly blade and fork respectively.
b. Loosely apply three basket bolts and keep lower bearing shell
on doweled basket and snug four basket-to-rod bolts.
c. Do finger tightness check of basket-to-rod-bolt washer.
d. Torque upper basket bolts to 190 ft-lbs.
e. Torque lower basket bolts to 75 ft-lbs.
f. 100% tightness check shall be done.
EAI-2127 does not specify the procedure of physical verification of
crush height of con rod bearing shells during assembly. However,
crush height is required to be verified during assembly.
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ii.

Analysis of drawings:
a. Con rod fork assembly (Drawing no. 40060841):
Fork basket bore
= 7.624 ± 0.001”
b.

Con rod bearing (Drg no.8136114- lower/9322541-Upper):
Height of the con rod bearing half from centre when checked
in a 7.625” dia fixture with load of 6000 Kg on each split face
is 3.8148±0.0005”.
Therefore, OD of both halves

c.

iii.

= 2 x (3.8148 ± 0.0005)”
= 7.6296 ± 0.001”
Maximum Bearing OD
= 7.6306”
Minimum Bearing OD
= 7.6286”
Crush height of both con rod bearing half when fitted in con
rod fork basket bore.
Maximum crush height
= 7.6306” – 7.623”
= 0.0076”
Minimum crush height
= 7.6286” – 7.625”
= 0.0036”

Physical verification of crush height during assembly:
For physical verification of the crush height, con rod basket flange
joint gap is required to be measured adopting following procedure:
a. After lowering power assemblies, snug 4 basket-to-rod bolts.
b. Do finger tightness check and tight upper basket bolt to 35 ftlbs and lower basket bolt to 10 ft-lbs.
c. Measure basket flange joint gap with filler gauge.
d. Tight upper basket bolt to specified value of 190 ft-lbs keeping
lower bolt at 10 ft-lbs and check flange joint gap for any
change.
e. Tight lower basket bolt to specified value of 75 ft-lbs.

iv.

Theoretical estimation of basket flange joint gap when serrations
are firmly meshed:
Perpendicular centre distance between upper and lower basket
bolt
= 8.812”
Perpendicular distance between basket center and upper bolt
centre
= 3.874”
Crush height of bearing when fitted in fork basket bore
(7.624±0.001”)
= 0.0036” (minimum)
= 0.0076” (Maximum)
Flange joint gap when serrations are firmly meshed by
tightening upper bolt
= 8.812 x 0.0036/3.874
= 0.008” (minimum)
= 8.812 x 0.0076/3.874
= 0.017” (maximum)
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